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A NEW TAKE ON  
 A CLASSIC DEVELOPMENT

Manchester was once the beating heart of the Industrial Revolution. 
Today, it’s a city where architecture maintains its historic roots by 
showcasing a contrasting blend of traditional and modern façades. A 
city which has a cosmopolitan and vibrant edge. 



This is why Manchester is one of the most 
visited cities in the UK. Key elements of the city 
have been preserved, moulded and improved to 
build an economy of the future. 

Its ability to change, adapt and continue to be 
a stunning backdrop for the cities’ landscape 
is undeniably one of Manchester’s most 
appealing aspects and just one of the many 
reasons why millions of people choose to call 
this thriving city their home.

A PLACE FULL OF
INTERNATIONAL

ATTRACTIONS, HISTORY
AND CULTURE



WHITECROFT IS PROUD TO 
HAVE ACQUIRED  
VICTORIA MILL IN THE 
REGENERATED AREA OF 
MILES PLATTING 

Victoria Mill is one of the area’s most prominent buildings 
located just 1.4 miles from Manchester city centre. A pillar 
of the community, this former textile mill has been an 
established part of the cities’ ancestry for years and now 
combines its’ former industrial life with modern comforts, 
perfect for today’s city dweller. 



VICTORIA MILL
Apartments within this striking building benefit 
from an abundance of charm and beauty. With the 
grandiose chimney serving as an impressive entrance 
with complete 360 degree views across the whole of 
Manchester, Victoria Mill demonstrates remarkable 
architecture at its finest. While its exposed brickwork 
provides a rustic feel, the stylish interiors and 
contemporary fixtures allow for a modern interior to 
appeal to any resident. 

Perfectly positioned alongside the Rochdale canal, 
the full restoration of Victoria Mill continues to 
reflect the thriving workforce this Grade II listed 
building once housed. The development 
has been sympathetically modernised to 
an extremely high standard with the tall 
windows in each apartment cascading 
light into every aspect of this beautifully 
finished mill.

KEY FEATURES

• 103 units

• 1,2 and 3 bedroom 
apartments

• On-site parking

• Full internal restoration

• Grade II listed building

• Grand chimney 
entrance





MILES PLATTING  
EXPANDING THE CENTRE

While Manchester’s city centre has always been a key 
focus for developers, the outer areas are undergoing a 
vast amount of regeneration. Miles platting rests on the 
edge of central Manchester and over the past several 
years has made a huge impact on the cosmopolitan 
inner-city generation. The expansion of the Metrolink 
results in a seamless commute around Manchester and 
the surrounding areas. 

The East Manchester Regeneration scheme has also 
spearheaded extensive development work in the 
area. Multi-million pound projects such as the Etihad 
Stadium and SportCity have created further attraction 
to Miles Platting and several new housing & commercial 
developments are also in the pipeline – continuing to 
expand the city centre.
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MAKING CONNECTIONS

Miles Platting benefits from great public 
transport and local connections to main roads 
and the motorways.

Distance from city centre   1.4 miles

Nearest Metrolink stop  Holt Town

Distance to Piccadilly Station  10 minutes  
(by car) 

Commuting   Easy access to A62 



WHITECROFT
Whitecroft’s key driver is our passion to develop 
homes that demand a scale of vision and 
provide bespoke property solutions to meet an 
unquestionable demand. Working with local 
communities to enhance derelict and open spaces 
whilst being sympathetic to its surroundings is often 
a challenge, but is one that we truly thrive on.

From site acquisition and planning through to design 
and build, each development is lovingly treated with 
acute attention to detail which enhances Whitecroft’s 
proposition. Backed by an experienced team 
managing projects from inception to completion, 
our homes are built using the finest materials and 
contemporary finishes to provide properties to meet 
today’s discerning buyer. 

CONTACT

Tel:   0870 300 3333

Email:   info@whitecroftgroup.com

Website:  www.whitecroftgroup.com


